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Adult Bible Study Curriculum Plan And Materials
Here are 45 easy-prep, high-interest object lessons perfect for representing,
dramatizing, and illustrating ideas and principles in Bible lessons and talks in junior and
senior high youth groups. All that is followed by suggested segues, applications, and
directions youth leaders can take in continuing the study or talk.
What is the deep cry of your heart? The ache in your soul just waiting to be fulfilled?
The prayer you keep repeating without end? Jesus not only cares about this deep,
spiritual wrestling, but He also wants to step in and see you through it. Join Lysa
TerKeurst on the streets of Israel to explore the I AM statements of Jesus found in the
Gospel of John, ultimately trading feelings of emptiness and depletion for the fullness of
knowing who Jesus is in this in-depth Bible study. Features: Leader helps to guide
questions and discussions within small groups Five weeks of personal study segments
to complete between six weeks of group sessions Four days, with an optional fifth day,
of study within each week of personal study Six enriching teaching videos,
approximately 15-20 minutes per session, available via redemption code printed in
Bible study book for individual streaming access Benefits: Find freedom in difficult
circumstances by learning how to shift from "slave mentality" to "set free mentality."
Discover how Jesus is the key to satisfaction by learning the crucial significance behind
each of His I AM statements. Trade feelings of emptiness for the fullness of knowing
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who Jesus is. Grow in biblical literacy with this exploration of the Gospel of John. Video
Sessions: Session 1: I AM (18:40)--In this introductory session, Lysa introduces the
topic of I AM by looking in the book of Exodus where God talks to Moses through the
burning bush. First came God's name, then came His promise. Session 2: I AM the
Bread of Life (15:40)--Lysa is in Capernaum during this session and discusses how
important bread was in the life of the Jewish people during this time. She reminds
participants that only Jesus Himself can satisfy every craving of our soul. Session 3: I
AM the Light of the World (21:40)--This third session puts participants at Jacob's well
where Jesus encountered the Samaritan woman. Lysa discusses Jesus as the Living
Water and how this Samaritan woman became a light to her world by telling others
about Jesus. Session 4: I AM the Good Shepherd and I AM the Gate of the Sheep
(18:10)--Psalm 23 tells us about God as a Good Shepherd. Lysa explores that Psalm
and reminds listeners that God promises not to restore our circumstances, but rather to
restore our soul. Session 5: I AM the Resurrection and the Life and I AM the Way, the
Truth, and the Life (20:55)--In this fifth session Lysa overlooks the city of Jerusalem and
studies the passage of the raising of Lazarus. She reminds the listener that Jesus longs
to bring His resurrection power to us. Session 6: I AM the True Vine (17:35)--During this
final session we find ourselves in a vineyard learning about God as the Gardener and
Jesus as the True Vine. We learn that pruning makes us look more like Jesus and
prepares us to bring forth fruit.
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As the nation's most popular annual Bible commentary for more than 2 decades, the
Standard Lesson Commentary provides 52 weeks of study in a single volume and
combines thorough Bible study with relevant examples and questions. The ESV SLC
Paperback Edition is perfect as the primary resource for an adult Sunday school class
and personal study or as a supplemental resource for any curriculum that follows the
ISSL/Uniform Series. Nearly 2 dozen ministers, teachers, and Christian education
specialists provide the Bible commentary, lesson plans, discussion questions, and other
features that make the Standard Lesson Commentary the most popular annual Bible
commentary available. The Standard Lesson Commentary is based on the popular
Uniform Series, also called the International Sunday School Lessons. This series,
developed by scholars from several church fellowships, provides an orderly study of the
Bible in a 6-year period.
Musician and author Kelly Minter explores the natural needs of women that can
become modern-day idols, replacing God's presence in their lives.
Teaching with All Your Heart
Finding God Faithful - Bible Study Book
Using Our Multiple Intelligences to Build Faith
Philippians
Old Testament 101
45 Strange and Striking Ways to Get Your Point Across to Teenagers
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ESV

Standard Lesson Commentary

2017-2018

Compassionate, biblical, and thought-provoking, Embodied is an accessible guide for Christians
who want help navigating issues related to the transgender conversation. Preston Sprinkle
draws on Scripture, as well as real-life stories of individuals struggling with gender dysphoria, to
help you understand the complexities and emotions of this highly relevant topic. This book fills
the great need for Christians to speak into the confusing and emotionally charged questions
surrounding the transgender conversation. With careful research and an engaging style,
Embodied explores: What it means to be transgender, nonbinary, and gender-queer, and how
these identities relate to being male or female Why most stereotypes about what it means to be
a man and woman come from the culture and not the Bible What the Bible says about humans
created in God’s image as male and female, and how this relates to transgender experiences
Moral questions surrounding medical interventions such as sex reassignment surgery Which
pronouns to use and how to navigate the bathroom debate Why more and more teens are
questioning their gender
Many new hymns as well as old favorites are included in this collection of 658 hymns. The
hymns represent a variety of music styles that reflect the diversity of the Mennonite and Brethren
denominations. An additional 202 worship resources offer responsive readings and prayers for
many occasions. Round notes.
Old Testament 101 is a chronological study through the Old Testament with five daily Bible
readings per week. This study is designed for anyone from middles school students to adults
who wants to have a more comprehensive understanding of the Old Testament.Many people
avoid the Old Testament, thinking it doesn't relate as well to us today. But without a good
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understanding of God's dealings in the Old Testament, it is impossible to completely understand
the magnitude of God's message in the New Testament. We miss so much of the richness of
God's grace by studying only the easy parts of His Word.This study is straightforward and takes
the history sections in chronological order. There is great benefit in studying the Bible in an
orderly way, as opposed to a random passage each day or even a needs-based study (for
example, helping you through a particular situation). If you learn to study the Bible in a
sequential way, you will eventually find what God's Word says about every conceivable human
situation.So, grab your Bible and open your heart to the blessings you will receive from daily
time in God's Word.
When you open this book, you’ll find that you aren’t just reading. No, you are being remade,
reoriented, restored from the frustration of what you may have known as stale religion. Captured
not by a concept but by your Creator, reborn in relationship. Here’s the Experiencing God that
has already impacted millions of people. Only it’s bigger, and better, and ready to lead you
again—or for the very first time—into an experience with God. Carefully listening to His voice
will anchor you in His plan, and set you free to live it with boldness and freedom. After a
thorough revision, this landmark volume returns with seven new chapters, as well as dozens of
true stories from people who, through this book, have experienced God.
Feasting on the Word
Mapping Out Curriculum in Your Church
NIV® Standard Lesson Commentary® 2017-2018
She Reads Truth
The Action Bible
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Praying in a Noisy World
Transgender Identities, the Church, and What the Bible Has to Say

Are you a bridge builder? Communicating the Scriptures is much like building a bridge.
However, instead of ravines or rivers, the teacher must span both cultural boundaries and
great gulfs of time between the present and the past of Moses, David, Jesus, and Paul. This
bridge must reach even further. The student must be able to cross both into the past and
into his own future. God's Word is "living and active, sharper than any double-edged
sword" (Hebrews 4:12). It is contemporary, relevant. But it is the teacher who has the task
of helping the student to see its vast treasures. This is no easy task, but it can be done
through creative Bible teaching. Together, Richards and Bredfeldt have written a book on
bridge-building that reveals the following five-step process by which Christian educators
can construct a bridge across time, geography, and culture. Step I: "Studying the Bible"
Develop an understanding of the nature, role, study, and interpretation of the Bible. Get
the help you need in preparing biblically accurate lesson plans. Step II: "Focusing the
Message" Learn how to teach for student learning. Be guided in the process of translating
learning theory into lesson preparation. Step III: "Structuring the Lesson" Develop a
lesson plan using the HOOK, BOOK, LOOK, TOOK structure. Step IV: "Teaching the
Class" Learn about the five key principles of teacher effectiveness. Discover how these
principles can lead to a more dynamic and satisfying teaching experience within various
age groups. Step V: "Evaluating the Results" Evaluate your own effectiveness by assessing
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the outcome of your teaching.
With the twelve-volume series Feasting on the Word, Westminster John Knox Press offers
one of the most extensive and well-respected resources for preaching on the market today.
When complete, the twelve volumes will cover all of the Sundays in the three-year
lectionary cycle, along with moveable occasions. The page layout is truly unique. For each
lectionary text, preachers will find brief essaysÂ--one each on the exegetical, theological,
pastoral, and homiletical challenges of the text. Each volume will also contain an index of
biblical passages so that nonlectionary preachers may make use of its contents. The printed
volumes for Ordinary Time include the complementary stream during Year A, the
complementary stream during the first half of Year B, the semicontinuous stream during
the second half of Year B, and the semicontinuous stream during Year C. Beginning with
the season after Pentecost in Year C, the alternate lections for Ordinary Time not in the
print volumes will be available online at feastingontheword.net.
Sociologists studying the early church often attribute its growth to the sense of belonging it
offered people in a world where belonging was limited to those with things such as
property, high status, and birthright. Scripture is clear that we belong to God’s people
even when we appear to be outsiders. After over 2000 years of existence as an institution,
we can easily take for granted that we know what the church is. It is instructive to look at
how the first members of the church understood the purpose of assembling as a group,
how this has shaped our understanding of church, and how our understanding might need
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to expand. The opening of God’s people to both Jews and Greeks, men and women,
masters and slaves required people previously unaccustomed to eating together to sit down
at a common table. The practice of open table fellowship in the church is a sign of God’s
shared abundance, ministry of reconciliation, and celebration. Adult Bible Studies Fall
2021 Theme: Belong Unit 1: Outside In Sociologists studying the story of the early church
often attribute the growth of the church to the sense of belonging that it offered people in a
world where belonging was limited to those with things such as property, high status,
and/or birthright. This unit of lessons looks at the various ways that the Bible makes clear
how we belong to God’s people even when we appear to be outsiders. Several of the lessons
point out where we as human beings insert distinctions that restrict membership within the
community of Christ. Scriptures: Jeremiah 29:1-23; Luke 7:36-50; Galatians 2:11-21;
Philippians 3:2-21; Ephesians 2:19-21 Spiritual Practice: Hospitality Unit 2: Into the
Future After over 2000 years of existence as an institution, we can easily take for granted
that we know what the church is. This unit invites readers to look at it from the view of the
community living into the future. The Greek word for church, ekklesia, is not a word that
the first members of the church associated with a religious activity. The word signifies the
assembly of the people of God. It is instructive to look at what their understanding of the
purpose of assembling as a group signified, how it has shaped our understanding of
church, and how reading these texts might renew and expand our understanding.
Scriptures: Acts 2:37-47;1 Corinthians 12:12-31; Matthew 16:13-19; Revelation 3:1-6,
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14-20; Deuteronomy 29:10-29 Spiritual Practice: Community Unit 3: The Fellowship of the
Table Once one enters the Church through baptism, the central identity marker for
membership in the church is participation in Communion. The opening of God’s people to
both Jews and Greeks, men and women, masters and slaves required people previously
unaccustomed to eating together to sit down at a common table. When we look at the
Gospel narratives, we see Jesus modeling open table fellowship. In this unit, we will look at
the significance of the practice of open table fellowship in the church as a sign of God’s
shared abundance, ministry of reconciliation, and celebration. Scriptures: John 6:1-15; 1
Samuel 25:2-39; 1 Corinthians 11:17-34; Isaiah 25:6-10a; 55:1-3 Spiritual Practice: Open
Table Fellowship Adult Bible Study components include: Student Book Published
quarterly, each week's Student Book lesson lists background Scripture, features key
verses, provides reliable and relevant biblical explanation and application, and more, in a
readable font size that is accessible to everyone. Teacher Book/Commentary Kit Each
quarterly Teacher/Commentary Kit includes a Teacher Book with additional biblical
background and exposition and suggestions for guiding group discussion and a copy of the
new quarterly Adult Bible Studies Concise Commentary, designed for readers who seek
additional background on the biblical text for each session of Adult Bible Studies VideoDVD Does your group enjoy watching videos to generate conversation around Bible
studies? Video sessions directly correspond to the Adult Bible Studies quarter’s theme and
content and features a segment for each Bible lesson. Hundreds of thousands of people
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each week have transformative encounters with God through Adult Bible Studies—Biblebased, Christ-focused Sunday school lessons and midweek Bible studies endorsed by the
Curriculum Resources Committee of the The United Methodist Church. In 2020, we
reintroduced printed focal Bible passages in both the Student and Teacher books. Lessons
follow the church seasons, including Advent and Lent, and include suggestions for
developing spiritual practices to help nurture your faith. Visit AdultBibleStudies.com and
sign up for the weekly newsletter to automatically receive the FREE Current Events
Supplement and other information about these resources and more!
The main purpose of this book was for teaching children, ages six and up, in either a
Children's Bible Hour, or classroom setting, important lessons from the Bible. This book
contains lessons using a combination of Old Testament Bible stories and everyday
problems or questions children have in todays world. Each lesson contains a lesson plan,
along with a puppet script, questions pertaining to the lesson, a memory verse, and
objective. Some game ideas are also included. Permission is given to copy the lessons,
including the puppet scripts, in this book for classroom use and teaching purposes only.
Material is not to be sold. Volume 2 is available @ https: //www.amazon.com/Curriculm-C
hildrens-Bible-Hour-Curriculum/dp/108061642X/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=katherine+perez
&qid=1563913704&s=gateway&sr=8-1
Listen
Knowing and Doing the Will of God
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Finding Purpose in Life's Second Choices
Teaching Like Jesus
All-in-One Sunday School
7 Ways of Teaching the Bible to Adults
Teaching Old Testament Through Puppets:

Revised, updated, and packed series includes creative programs
designed for ministries with mixed-age classes of children ages
4-12 with 13 lessons
A unique guide to teaching basic bible information builds on
various documented learning strategies. Original.
As the world’s most popular annual Bible commentary for more
than two decades, Standard Lesson Commentary (SLC) provides
52 weeks of study in a single volume and combines thorough
Bible study with relevant examples and questions. Key features
include: Verse-by-verse explanation of the Bible text Detailed
lesson context Pronunciation guide for difficult words Printed
Scripture Discussion starters A review quiz for each quarter
Available in the King James Version (KJV) and New
International Version® (NIV) Bible translations, the SLC is
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based on the popular Uniform Series. This series, developed by
scholars from numerous church fellowships, outlines an indepth study of the Bible over a six-year period. The four main
themes of the 2021–2022 study are: Celebrating God—Exodus, 2
Samuel, Psalms, Mark, Acts, Revelation Justice, Law,
History—Pentateuch, 2 Samuel, Ezra, Job, Isaiah, Nahum God
Frees and Redeems—Deuteronomy, Ezra, Matthew, John,
Romans, Galatians Partners in a New Creation—Isaiah, John,
Revelation The SLC is perfect as the primary resource for an
adult Sunday School class, for personal study, or as a
supplemental resource for any curriculum that follows the
ISSL/Uniform Series. Nearly two dozen ministers, teachers, and
Christian education specialists contribute their expertise to
SLC. The Deluxe Edition features online and download access
for the Standard Lesson eCommentary through FaithLife’s
Logos Bible Software. This includes the full text of the
Standard Lesson Commentary (both KJV and NIV® editions) as
well as: PowerPoint® presentations Full text of the KJV Bible
Full-color visual resources Student activity reproducible pages
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Quarterly quiz More than a dozen additional helps resources
Life-changing adventures for Kindergarten through 6th Grade!
Whether the children in your combined class are age 4, 12, or
anything in between, these 13 interactive lessons for summer
will help kids experience the wonder and adventure of the
Bible.
8 studies for individuals or groups
Qaddafi's Green Book
All Together Now
How to Teach the Bible Better
The Story Getting to the Heart of God's Story
Curriculum for Children's Bible Hour
A Chronological Overview of the Old Testament
It’s an adventure story about a young Hero who comes from a
far country to win back his lost treasure. It’s a love story
about a brave Prince who leaves his palace, his
throne—everything—to rescue the one he loves. The best thing
about this Story is—it’s true! And at the center of the
Story, there is a baby. The Child upon whom everything would
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depend. All the stars, mountains, oceans, and galaxies were
nothing compared to how much God loved his children. He
would move heaven and earth to be near them. Always.
Whatever happened, whatever it cost him, he would always
love them. And so it was that the wonderful love story
began. The Story of God’s Love for You: Is for teenagers and
adults who want to read and learn about the story of God’s
love for them Includes 44 short chapters that lead you
through the beautiful story of the Bible—Genesis to
Revelation Masterfully shows how all the individual Bible
stories fit together into one cohesive narrative that points
to Jesus Makes the big picture of Scripture clear to new
believers, and helps seasoned believers fall in love with
the Bible all over again Features text from bestselling
author Sally Lloyd-Jones that brings the truths of the Bible
into a new light for today’s world The beauty and peace that
only God’s love can provide pulses through every page. Just
as The Jesus Storybook Bible is an essential book for the
library of every child, The Story of God’s Love for You is
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an essential book for the library of every adolescent and
adult.
The Action Bible presents more than 230 fast-paced
narratives in chronological order, making it easy to follow
the Bible’s historical flow and building up to the thrilling
climax of God’s redemptive story. Plus, these spectacular
updates take the action to a whole new level: 25 new stories
showcase a more extensive exploration of God’s work in our
lives. 23 expanded stories highlight additional experiences
of the people who tell God’s story. 128 new pages of
illustrations deliver a richer artistic experience with more
close-up faces, historical details, and dramatic colors.
Every page sparks excitement to explore God’s Word and know
Him personally. Readers will witness God’s active presence
in the world through stories from the life of Jesus and
great heroes of the faith. Let this blend of powerful
imagery and clear storytelling capture your imagination and
instill the truth that invites you to discover your own
adventure of life with God. Sergio Cariello’s illustrations
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for The Action Bible leap off the page with the same
thrilling energy that earned him international recognition
for his work with Marvel Comics and DC Comics.
New Testament 101 is a complete one year study through the
New Testament with five daily Bible readings per week. This
study is designed for anyone from middle school through
adult who wants a more comprehensive understanding of the
New Testament. New Testament 101 will provide an opportunity
to study through the life of Christ and the early church
with questions to help you focus on what the Bible says.
There are overviews of each week's readings, but the study
is focused on what you find specifically written in God's
Word. This study is also suitable for family devotions.
There are great benefits in studying the Bible together as a
family. So grab your Bible and open your heart to the
blessings you will receive from spending daily time in the
Word.
The Knowing the Bible series is a new resource designed to
help Bible readers better understand and apply God’s Word.
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Each 12-week study leads participants through one book of
the Bible and is made up of four basic components: (1)
Reflection questions designed to help readers engage the
text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlighting
the gospel of grace throughout the book; (3) “Whole-Bible
Connections” showing how any given passage connects to the
Bible’s overarching story of redemption culminating in
Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings” identifying how
historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced
throughout Scripture. With contributions from a wide array
of influential pastors and church leaders, these gospelcentered studies will help Christians see and cherish the
message of God’s grace on each and every page of the Bible.
In this accessible study, pastor and author Greg Gilbert
examines the message of James, exploring the book’s
difficult teachings on wealth, anointing with oil, prayer,
healing, and the relationship between faith and works.
Through clear exposition of the biblical text and
challenging application questions, Gilbert helps readers
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rightly understand James as a stirring exhortation to
fruitfulness, ultimately written to remind Christians of the
necessary connection between genuine faith and heartfelt
obedience.
Holding Tight to Permanent in a World That's Passing Away
KJV Standard Lesson Commentary® 2021-2022
Teaching the Faith, Forming the Faithful
How Jesus Fully Satisfies the Cry of Your Heart
A Biblical Vision for Education in the Church
God's Perfect Plan Study Guide
A Worship Book
Offers groups of all sizes the opportunity to learn, discuss, and apply what they
have experiences during their 31-week The story church-wide experience. Randy
Frazee presents 31 ten-minute teachings on how the story of Scripture intersects
with the story of your life.
As a teacher, you long to help others do more than understand the Bible. You want
them to experience its relevance and power for their lives. Teaching like Jesus is the
answer! This commonsense guide offers examples of Jesus' teaching style from the
Gospels, then shows how you can make these principles work for you -- regardless
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of what age group or ethnic background you're dealing with. Using a proven, fourstep plan, Teaching Like Jesus gives you action steps, summaries, and other
practical resources that will make your classroom a lively place to learn and apply
the lessons so vitally important for transforming lives and nurturing disciples.
You'll learn to think in terms of "see, hear, and do" in your lesson plans. And you'll
find sample plans for age groups and cultures ranging from African-American
preschoolers to Chinese married couples.
With over 30 years of teaching experience, Dr. Rick Jordan has learned what works
- and what does not - in leading a Bible study. Using the alphabet, Dr. Jordan
itemizes 26 errors common to Bible study teachers - such as the first three chapters
on Assumptions, Bullies, and Calling on the Introvert. With humor, humility, and
wisdom, the book promises to help the beginning teacher get off to a good start and
to help the good teacher become a great teacher.
We live in a world of noise. Everywhere we go, we hear sounds that compete for our
minds and hearts. Listening to God requires a deliberate choice to shut out the
chaos around us and focus our thoughts. Listen, by Rueben P. Job, is a 40-day
experience created to offer help to those new to prayer, those with a daily prayer
routine, and those whose lives seem too busy to pray. With a focus on listening
prayer and prayer as a two-way conversation, the experience will assist individuals
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and groups in building and deepening a personal prayer practice and spiritual
discernment. As we learn to listen, we find a new depth and fulfillment in our
relationship with God and a new experience of God as guide and companion in our
lives. The daily prayer pattern includes an invitation, silence, Bible reading, a story,
guided time for reflecting and listening, and practical help for developing six
specific prayer practices. Listen is perfect for use by individuals, small groups, or
congregations during Lent, Easter, or any time of year.
Finding I Am - Bible Study Book with Video Access
Adult Curriculum - 31 Sessions
Experiencing God (2021 Edition)
A 12-Week Study
Complete Bible Lessons for Adults
Creative Bible Teaching
James
Wesley Bible Lesson Commentary Volume 6 is an invaluable, easy-to-use
Bible study resource for teachers and students. Accompanying the four
quarters of Wesley Adult Curriculum, this volume will guide and
enhance your study of the Bible through fifty-two weekly lessons on
(1) the gospel of Mark; (2) the writings of Isaiah; (3) the epistles
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of John; and (4) studies in the Old Testament wisdom literature. The
commentary is packed with useful resources for both students and
teachers including: -Bible commentaries for each lesson -Background
Bible reading -Maps and charts -Sidebars to explain key ideas -Daily
Bible readings to compliment each lesson -Bible facts related to each
lesson -Alternative learning activities for in- and outside the
classroom -A small group Bible study based on each lesson -Enrichment
articles on Bible study and Bible topics Teachers will benefit by
having the resources they need to plan and prepare engaging,
interactive, life-transforming teaching sessions for an entire year
all in one book. Students will benefit by having an in-depth study
resource to use between classes and tools to develop hands-on learning
experiences for their families.
The guides in this series by Tom Wright can be used on their own or
alongside his New Testament for Everyone commentaries. They are
designed to help you understand the Bible in fresh ways under the
guidance of one of the world's leading New Testament scholars.
Everyone has to live with second choices—events and circumstances that
they would not choose, some trivial, some tragic. Daniel was a man
whose life was filled with second choices, but he did more than just
survive; he stayed faithful to God and thrived. So what is there to
learn from his story in Scripture? Pastor and author Jeff Lucas
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challenges readers to ask, “How can we, like Daniel, be faithful in
the ‘Babylon’ of second choices?” Down-to-earth but inspirational,
Singing in Babylon explores how the reader, like Daniel, can find
purpose and meaning in life’s second choices.
As the nation's most popular annual Bible commentary for more than 2
decades, the Standard Lesson Commentary provides 52 weeks of study in
a single volume and combines thorough Bible study with relevant
examples and questions. The NIV SLC Paperback Edition is perfect as
the primary resource for an adult Sunday school class and personal
study or as a supplemental resource for any curriculum that follows
the ISSL/Uniform Series. Nearly 2 dozen ministers, teachers, and
Christian education specialists provide the Bible commentary, lesson
plans, discussion questions, and other features that make the Standard
Lesson Commentary the most popular annual Bible commentary available.
The Standard Lesson Commentary is based on the popular Uniform Series,
also called the International Sunday School Lessons. This series,
developed by scholars from several church fellowships, provides an
orderly study of the Bible in a 6-year period.
Everyday Object Lessons for Youth Groups
God's Redemptive Story
The Alphabet of Errors
Daily Bible Readings with Study Questions
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Bringing Curriculum & Class to Life
New Testament 101
Singing in Babylon

This new book from top Christian education professionals
integrates biblical foundations, educational theory, and
practical insights into a new curriculum formation approach
for the local church. Uniquely identifying curriculum as a
means of ministry through the metaphor of mapmaking, it
shows how believers are lost along the spiritual journey
without a study plan, having no clear destination or
reliable path to follow toward maturity. Detailing the
theological, educational, and pastoral dimensions that make
a curriculum Christian, the text is arranged into four
sections: (1) rationale for curriculum, (2) curricular
foundations, (3) curricular theory, and (4) the practice of
curriculum. Covering areas from children’s ministry to adult
education, contributors include editors James R. Estep,
Karen L. Estep, and Roger White as well as Holly Allen, Mark
H. Senter III, Michael S. Wilder, Timothy Paul Jones, and
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Brett Robbe.
She wants faith, hope, and love. She wants help and healing.
She wants to hear and be heard, to see and be seen. She
wants things set right. She wants to know what is true—not
partly true, or sometimes true, or almost true. She wants to
see Truth itself, face-to-face. But here, now, these things
are all cloudy. Hope is tinged with hurt. Faith is shaded by
doubt. Lesser, broken things masquerade as love. How does
she find something permanent when the world around her is
always changing, when not even she can stay the same? And if
she finds it, how does she hold on? She Reads Truth tells
the stories of two women who discovered, through very
different lives and circumstances, that only God and His
Word remain unchanged as the world around them shifted and
slipped away. Infused with biblical application and
Scripture, this book is not just about two characters in two
stories, but about one Hero and one Story. Every image
points to the bigger picture—that God and His Word are true.
Not because of anything we do, but because of who He is. Not
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once, not occasionally, but right now and all the time.
Sometimes it takes everything moving to notice the thing
that doesn’t move. Sometimes it takes telling two very
different stories to notice how the Truth was exactly the
same in both of them. For anyone searching for a solid
foundation to cling to, She Reads Truth is a rich and honest
Bible-filled journey to finally find permanent in a world
that’s passing away.
Bring the Bible to Your Students like Never Before
Communicating the Scriptures is much like building a bridge.
However, instead of ravines or rivers, the teacher must span
both cultural boundaries and great gulfs of time between the
present and the pasts of Moses, David, Jesus, and Paul.
Though God’s Word is always relevant, the teacher must help
students see Scripture’s vast treasures. The effective,
engaging Bible teacher must, therefore, become creative.
Together, Lawrence Richards and Gary Bredfeldt have created
the ultimate guide to building bridges for those seeking to
learn about God’s Word. Creative Bible Teaching offers a
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five-step process by which Christian educators can construct
a bridge across time, geography, and culture to help
students of all ages connect with God’s Word. This newly
revised edition makes learning about God’s Word more
accessible for both teachers and students today. Simple,
clear, and memorable, the method laid out in Creative Bible
Teaching provides a sure-fire way of communicating God's
Word in a way that sticks.
FREE SHIPPING. See firsthand how Bible Studies for Life
helps you connect God's Word to your people's lives in an
intentional way with this Curriculum Sampler. These studies
are based on the largest research project ever conducted
into how disciples are made. The result is a relevant and
intentional discipleship plan designed to help people know
God's Word, create biblical community, and engage culture
missionally in everyday life. This box includes three months
of actual Bible studies you can use for adults, students,
kids, and preschoolers, including leader and participant
books for each age level. Inside you will also find product
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guides for each age level and a coupon to apply to your
first purchase. At only $10, this is the perfect way to see
what Bible Studies for Life is all about. Specifically, the
Bible Studies for Life Curriculum Sampler includes: - Adult
Leader Guide - Adult Personal Study Guide - Adult User Guide
- Student Leader Guide - Student Personal Study Guide Student User Guide - Kids Leader Guide (3rd & 4th Grade) Kids Activity Pages (3rd & 4th Grade) - Kids Take Home Cards
- Preschool Leader Guide - Preschool Activity Pages Preschool Take Home Cards - Kids Worship Hour Sampler DVD Kids and Preschool User Guide
When You Have Kids of All Ages in One Classroom
Hope for the Hurting
13 Sunday School Lessons When You Have Kids of All Ages in
One Room
Hymnal
Exploring Bible Prophecy from Genesis to Revelation
The Story of God's Love for You
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Life is painful. Everyone's story comes with unique challenges, difficulties,
bumps, and bruises that leave you lost and drowning in their wake. It could
be a financial disaster, a health issue, a broken relationship, or the loss of a
loved one. Dr. Tony Evans, bestselling author and pastor of Oak Cliff Bible
Fellowship, understands life's hardships firsthand. In a span of less than
two years, he lost his brother, sister, brother-in-law, two nieces, father, and
wife. At the same time, both of his daughters received cancer diagnoses. In
the wake of all this pain, Dr. Evans had to put into practice, at the deepest
levels, the truths he has preached about God for more than forty years.
God's Word doesn't promise us a life free from pain and trouble. It
promises us something else—Someone else. Someone who will walk with
us through all of life's trials and troubles. There is hope for the hurting: His
name is Jesus.
Finally, the ultimate resource for everyone who is teaching or who is
thinking about teaching Sunday school! Teaching with All Your Heart offers
expert insight from the beginning to end on preparation, teaching styles,
and how to most effectively use your Sunday school curriculum as it was
intended. In upbeat and practical ways, this book helps teachers use the
standardized lesson plan as a flexible guideline rather than a strict
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checklist. Through a series of simple organizational and memorization
techniques, Teaching with All Your Heart shows teachers how to add
spontaneity and excitement to the lesson and leave a lasting impression on
students.
Based on the International Lesson Series, this detailed resource contains
312 lessons, each searchable by dozens of keywords.
Trace the path of Joseph's life in the Book of Genesis to observe how
God's sovereignty reigns, even in our darkest moments. Learn to recognize
when God is working during periods of waiting, trust God's plan when life
doesn't make sense, and rest in the sufficiency of His presence in every
circumstance. His provision is enough, His presence is constant, and His
purpose is unstoppable. (8 sessions) Features: Leader helps to guide
questions and discussions within small groups Personal study segments
to complete between 8 weeks of group sessions Interactive teaching
videos, approximately 35 minutes per session, available for purchase or
rent Benefits: Place your hope in the God who is with you. Learn to trust
God's purposes when life doesn't make sense. Recognize how God is
working in your waiting. Rest in the sufficiency of God's presence in every
circumstance.
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Bible Studies for Life Curriculum Sampler Box
Embodied
Wesley Bible Lesson Commentary
Adult Bible Studies Fall 2021 Student
Preaching the Revised Common Lectionary
No Other Gods
With the decline of traditional Sunday school and education programs
in recent years, many Christians have not learned the fundamental
doctrinal content of the faith. In this text Gary Parrett and Steve
Kang set forth a thoroughly biblical vision for intentional teaching
of the Christian faith that attends to both the content and process of
educational and formational ministries.
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